News from the Students’ Representation
April, 2022

What we did
Extra pre-graduation exam session
In view of the extraordinary graduation session, which will be held in all the Departments between May
and June, we have managed to convince the Department Councils of CIBio, DiPSCo, DICAM, DII, DISI,
Physics, Law, Sociology and Mathematics to organize also an extra exam session.
Always remember to check the availability of the professor.
All details can be found on the Department’s pages.
Ukraine
Last month we collaborated with the Rasom association to collect basic needs to send to Ukraine. Now
our University is also directly involved and until April 7th you will find two collection points in the
University, at the Rector's Office and at Povo 1.
You can find more information and the opening hours here: UniTrento|Ukraine.
Student residences
The UniBar at Sanba has reopened, next month will take place the official inauguration: don't miss it!
We continue with the work to modify the Student Residences Regulations (external visits, fines, etc.).
We are working to make the Sanbàpolis theater an active center that can be interesting for all students, by
organizing various events (film forums, concerts, shows).

Work in progress
“Movida”
The call for the management of Piazza Dante has closed, and will assign the square to a group of
shopkeepers with the aim of making it the center of students’ nightlife, a place for socializing and
entertainment until late at night, based on the project presented by the Students’ Council of the City.
At the same time, we are meeting the city Mayor and the Counselors to prevent the establishment of a red
zone in Piazza Santa Maria Maddalena.
To collect more data on how you live the Movida and what you would like from the nightlife, you can fill in
this Questionnaire promoted by the University and the city Council.
We continue the work for the introduction of buses at night.
Scholarships
Thanks to the PNRR funds, the Opera representatives are working with the administration to increase the
scholarships’ amounts and to raise the maximum ISEE threshold (to apply for the scholarship) to 24,000.
Part-time career
We have proposed the creation of a part-time career, which will allow those who want it to spread their
academic career over more years than is normally the case, without any increase in fees.

Student residences
Opera has the intention to renovate the residences in via Borino in Povo (110 beds), and to build both a
new student residence in Rovereto in via delle Zigherane (208 beds) and the new Block G in the SanBa
residence (110 plabedsces), which will be situated in the open space behind the Sanbàpolis theater, in
front of Block F.
These are in addition to the previously announced student residences in via S. Margherita (50 beds) and
in Piedicastello (about 200 beds). These new interventions, that add almost 700 new beds, will help to
solve the serious problem of lack of student accommodations and high rents.
University Strategic Plan
We are bringing our proposals and observations regarding the Strategic Plans to the Vice Rectors and
Rector's Delegates. Although this may seem like a technical and impractical subject, it is in fact
fundamental in order to define the interventions and projects that our University wants to achieve in the
upcoming years.
Provincial waste plan
We are in contact with the Trento Province to provide feedback on the Provincial Waste Plan, which aims
to increase the percentage of differentiated waste, for example by providing more bins in the city center.
Have you ever been afraid of getting fined because you differentiated your waste incorrectly? You can use
the "100% Riciclo" app, which scans the barcode of your waste and tells you where to throw it away!
Finally, this has allowed us to ask again to include organic bins in the University.

P.S. As you can see, the representation is active and working for you! If you have any doubts or problems
you can contact your Department’s representatives or the Students’ Council, by email or on social media.
The President of the Students’ Council
Edoardo Giudici

The Students’ Council
Who we are and what we do
The Students’ Council (CdS) is the
upper body that expresses the
opinions and the political will of all
the students of the University of
Trento, by the means of Motions
and Opinions.
Here are discussed topics regarding
the community of the University of
Trento in general. Deputy delegates
are nominated and they work
together with their commissions on
each specific topic.
The Council elects its President, who represents all the students inside and outside our University, and
is a member of both the University Governing Board and the Provincial Coordination Committee.
You can find our Regulations and more details about the CdS on the dedicated section.
Current members of the Council
Federico Amalfa - CdS Vicepresident
Fiorella Bredariol - Associations and University life delegate, member of UniCittà
Enrica Brugnara - Member of the FormID
Emma Cabascia
Nicolò Capovilla Testa - Work delegate, Collegio Bernardo Clesio delegate
Alice Capra - Public transportation delegate
Carlotta Chiaramonte - Didactic delegate, member of the PQA, member of the FormID
Gabriele Di Fazio - University facilities delegate
Lorenzo Emer - Merit enhancement delegate
Edoardo Giudici - CdS President, member of the CdA, member of the Co.Pro.Co
Francesca Grassi - Member of the Academic Senate
Giorgia Lombardi - Students’ welfare delegate
Michele Minniti - CLA delegate
Marta Pastrello - Equity and diversity policies delegate
Ginevra Perruggini - Secretary
Giovanni Poletti - University facilities delegate
Micaela Ruvolo - Internationalization delegate
Lisa Schivalocchi - Member of the Academic Senate
Petra Zatelli
Delegates without membership
Giulia Barozzi - Equity and diversity policies delegate
Sofia Carroccia - Legality and fight against the mafia delegate
Lucia Ori - Environmental sustainability delegate
Matteo Rizzi - Information technologies delegate
Giacomo Saroldi - Internationalization delegate

